Anonymous Referee #2:

We would like to thank the reviewer for the valuable and constructive comments,
which helps us to improve the manuscript. Listed below are our responses to the
comments point-by-point, as well as the corresponding changes made to the revised
manuscript. The reviewer's comments are marked in black and our answers are
marked in blue, and the revision in the manuscript is further formatted as 'Italics'.

1. Summary

The authors present measurements from Beijing, focusing on analysis and
interpretation of data from a single particle soot photometer. The use the SP2
measurements to infer light absorption and light absorption amplification factors. The
technical analysis is of reasonably high quality. The interpretation and discussion
could benefit from some stronger quantitative analysis to discern process-based
information. The authors also need to clarify how they have calculated averages, and
whether they are mass-weighted or not. My specific comments follow below.
Response: We thank the reviewer for raising the important issue. In the revised
manuscript, the average values of the Dp/Dc ratio, the calculated Eab, MAC, SFE and
DRF were mass-weighted across all sizes above the detection limit of SP2
incandescence (i.e., rBC larger than ~75 nm). The mass-weighted averages were
shown in the new Fig. 2b, Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Table 1. The change rate of Eab shown in
the Fig. 4 was also obtained based on the mass-weighted averages of the calculated
Eab.

2. Specific comments

(1) General comment on terminology: Throughout the manuscript, the authors need to
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clarify when they are talking about actual absorption measurements or absorption
enhancement measurement, and when they are talking about calculated/theoretical
values. There are many, many points where this distinction needs to be made clearly,
starting from the abstract and continuing through the conclusions. I will note only a
few points where this is necessary as examples, but there are many more beyond what
I have noted.
P1 L20 & 27, and P2 L1 & L3: This should be changed to “theoretical light
absorption capability”
Response: Thanks for the suggestion. Throughout the manuscript, we have clarified
the statement on actual absorption measurements and theoretical values.

(2) P2, L14: The Moffett study does not directly measure light absorption. Their
conclusions are based on theoretical calculations. Thus, it is not appropriate here.
Same for the Zhang et al. 2016 reference.
Response: Thanks and we agree with the reviewer. The references of Moffett et al.
(2009) and Zhang et al. 2016 (2016) have been removed. We have added some other
citations (Knox et al., 2009; Peng et al. 2016; Schnaiter et al. 2005), which reported
the directly measure light absorption.

(3) P2, L15: It is unclear as written when the authors are referring to theoretical
studies versus observations studies. This must be clarified.
Response: Thanks. Following the suggestion, the statement has been changed as
“Previous theoretical (Jacobson, 2001; Moffet et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2016) and
observation studies (Cappa et al., 2012; Peng et al., 2016; Knox et al., 2009) showed
a broad range of absorption enhancements (1.05-3.05) of BC during the atmospheric
aging process.”

(4) P2, L23: This should be revised to clarify that the concept of “more coating
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materials results in stronger light absorption capability” depends on whether one
considers coatings on individual particles versus coatings averaged over the ensemble
of particles.
Response: Thanks for the comments. To clarify it, we have revised the statement as
“In terms of individual BC particle, more coating materials results in its stronger light
absorption capability.”

(5) P2 ,L29: It should be clarified that the idea that more materials coat BC under
polluted conditions is only true so far as the total amount of BC does not scale equally
with the overall amount of pollution. If there were more secondary aerosol but also
more BC particles, then it is possible that the average coating per particle is
unchanged in more versus less polluted conditions. Also, this statement oversimplifies
issues related to mixing state, and whether that secondary material condenses on BC
versus on non-BC containing particles. The authors oversimplify here, in my opinion.
Response: Thanks the reviewer to point this out. To clarify it, the sentence has been
revised as “Whether the changes of secondary aerosols with air pollution will affect
the coating materials on the BC is complex, which not only depends on the increase in
BC amount versus secondary aerosols but also controlled by secondary material
condensation on BC versus non-BC containing particles.”

(6) P2, L31: it is unclear what “quasi-atmospheric” means. Also, this study ultimately
indicates very simply that when you have greater amounts of coating on monodisperse
particles the absorption enhancement is larger.
Response: Thanks. To make it clear, we have changed “quasi-atmospheric” into
“Recent BC aging measurements in Beijing and Houston using an environmental
chamber (flowing ambient air to feed with lab-generated fresh BC particles)……”

(7) P4, L3: Fig. S2 indicates that the uncertainty in the aethelometer measurements is
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10% based on the uncertainty in the “compensation factors.” However, this inherently
assumes that the measurements by the reference instrument, a MAAP, are perfect and
without uncertainty, which is not true. The actual uncertainty is larger and this should
be noted. Also, this assumes that the MAAP perfectly accounts for filter-loading and
multiple-scattering effects.
Response: Thanks for the comment and we agree with the reviewer. In this study, we
also corrected the MAAP data using the algorithm reported by Hyvärinen et al. (2013).
As the reviewer said, the uncertainty in the compensation factors of AE measurements
obtained in our study depends on the uncertainty in MAAP measurements. Hyvärinen
et al. (2013) compared the results from a PAS against those derived from the MAAP
in Beijing, and estimated the uncertainty of ~15% in absorption coefficients derived
from MAAP based on the developed algorithm. Therefore, we estimated that the
factor C derived by comparing AE and MAAP measurement would exhibit an
uncertainty of ~15%.
To make the statement more appropriate, the related statement in the
supplementary has been revised as “In this study, the uncertainty in the factor C was
dominated by the uncertainty in MAAP measurements. We corrected the MAAP data
using the algorithm reported by Hyvärinen et al. (2013). They estimated that the
uncertainty in absorption coefficients derived from MAAP based on the developed
algorithm was ~15% by comparing the results from a PAS against those derived from
the MAAP in Beijing. This indicated that the factor C used in our study (~2.6) would
exhibit an uncertainty of ~15% from the uncertainty in MAAP measurements.
Considering the uncertainty on the AE33 measurements was mainly from the factor C,
the absorption coefficient from AE33 was estimated to have an uncertainty of ~15%.”

(8) Eqn. 1: This is not so much an equation as a relationship. It does not seem to me
that it needs to be called out as an equation.
Response: Thanks. We have removed the relationship (1) and added the related
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discussion “In Mie calculation, the Dp is retrieved from Cs, the size of rBC core (Dc)
and the refractive indices of the non-BC shell (RIs) and rBC core (RIc).”

(9) SP2 limits: The authors indicate a lower size limit of 75 nm in the main text. But,
Fig. S4 makes clear that the lowest two size bins are strongly biased low in terms of
their concentrations since there is no physical reason for such a sharp falloff in
concentration below 95 nm. It is unclear whether this is taken into account, which
would be particularly important when the [PM1] is < 50 ug/m3. Fig. S4 makes clear
that there is a counting artifact in the SP below 95 nm, where the detection efficiency
falls off rapidly giving rise to an apparent sharp decrease in concentration.
Response: Thanks and we agree with the reviewer. Considering the counting artifact
in SP2 for smaller BC particles, the rBC mass concentration was corrected for SP2
detection efficiency. Figure R1 shows the SP2 detection efficiency concentration (η)
in each rBC size-bin. In our study, the SP2 detection efficiency was determined with a
DMA-SP2/CPC system. Monodispersed Aquadag particles generated by DMA were
simultaneously measured by SP2 and CPC. The size-resolved η was calculated by
dividing the particle number concentration from SP2 measurement by that from CPC
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Figure R1 (Fig. S3 in the revised manuscript). SP2 detection efficiency of particle (η)
in each rBC size-bin.

To make this point clear, we have added the Fig. S3 (Fig. R1 in the response) and
its related discussion in the revised manuscript: “The mass concentration of rBC is
calculated from the particle-to-particle mass of rBC and the sampled flow (~0.12 lpm).
Note that the SP2 detection efficiency (Fig. S3) have been considered in the
calculation of rBC mass concentration. ”

(10) Fig. S7 and P6/L5: it is unclear how this figure addresses uncertainties in the
absorption calculations. However, the authors do argue in the supplemental that the
“absorption: : :was underestimated by no more than 50%.” A 50% uncertainty is
very large and this information should not be buried in the supplemental. Further,
additional details are required as to how this was determined. The MAC from Mie
theory varies as a function of particle size while that from RDG is constant. The RDG
MAC for bare BC, using the RI given here, is 3.2 m2/g at 880 nm. This is relatively
small to begin with, so how is the 50% number determined. Also, the argument that
“the uncertainty of BC light absorption from the calculation of bare BC properties
using Mie theory is no more than 2%” is demonstrably not correct. If the absolute
absorption can be underestimated by 50%, then the uncertainty cannot be only 2%.
Just because there were few times that bare BC particles were observed does not
change this fundamental issue. The uncertainty in the absolute absorption from the
calculations is much larger than 2%. And then on P8, L5 it is stated that the
uncertainty is 10%. It is ultimately unclear what the actual uncertainty on the
calculations is.
Response: Thanks to the reviewer to point this out. We have recalculated the
uncertainties on the calculated light absorption. In this study, the MAC for bare BC
derived from Mie calculation, using the RI given here, is 3.8-4.5 m2/g at 880 nm with
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an average of ~4.3 m2/g (Fig. R2 in the response). Bond and Bergstrom (2006)
suggested a value of 7.5 m2/g for the MAC of bare BC at 550 nm. Considering that
the absorption is inversely proportional to wavelength (Bond and Bergstrom, 2006),
the MAC of bare BC at 880 nm is estimated to be ~4.7 m2/g, which was slightly
greater than that (~4.3 m2/g) obtained from Mie calculation in our study. This
indicated the uncertainty of MAC for bare BC from Mie calculation was ~8%.
Correspondingly, we deleted the Fig. S7 and added the new Fig. S9 and related
discussion in the revised supplement, as “Based on Mie calculation, we obtained the
MAC of rBC core (MACc) at 880 nm in the range of 3.8-4.5 m2/g with an average of
~4.3 m2/g during the campaign period (Fig. S9). Bond and Bergstrom (2006)
suggested a value of 7.5 m2/g for the MAC of bare BC at 550 nm. Considering that the
absorption is inversely proportional to wavelength (Bond and Bergstrom, 2006), the
MAC of bare rBC at 880 nm is estimated to be ~4.7 m2/g, which was slightly greater
than that (~4.3 m2/g) obtained from Mie calculation in our study. This indicated the
uncertainty of MAC for bare rBC from Mie calculation was ~8%. We estimated that
the uncertainties of calculated BC light absorption related to MAC of bare rBC from
Mie calculation was ~8%.”
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Figure R2 (Fig. S9 in the revised manuscript). The time series of MAC derived from
Mie calculation for BC cores (i.e., bare BC) at 880 nm.
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(11) P7/L19: This should be Fig. S4a.
Response: We apologize for the typo and have revised it.

(12) P7/L26: This should say “calculated absorption coefficient.”
Response: Thanks. We have revised it.

(13) P8/L2: As noted above, the uncertainty on the AE33 measurements is >10%.
Response: Thanks. As explained in the response to comment 7, we agree with the
reviewer that the uncertainty on the AE33 measurements may larger than 10%. We
estimated the uncertainty in factor C was ~15% (see the response to comment 7).
Considering the uncertainty on the AE33 measurements was mainly from the factor C,
the absorption coefficient from AE33 was estimated to have an uncertainty of ~15%.
To make the statement here more appropriate, we revised the discussion on the
uncertainty in the AE33 measurements, see the response to comment 7.

(14) P8/L5: is the agreement similarly good at the other wavelengths?
Response: Thanks to the reviewer for raising this concern. We have compared the light
absorption coefficient (σab) at other wavelength (i.e., 660 nm) obtained from Mie
calculation with that from AE33 measurement (Fig. R in the response). We found that
the calculated σab and measured σab showed better correlation at a wavelength of 880 nm
(σab,calculated =0.90σab,measured (R2=0.98), shown in the Fig. 1c in the manuscript) than at a
wavelength of 880 nm (σab,calculated =0.74σab,measured (R2=0.97), shown in the Fig. R3 in
the response). At the wavelength of 880 nm, other aerosol particles (carbonaceous or
mineral) absorb significantly less and absorption can be attributed to BC alone. In this
study, the calculated σab based on Mie theory characterized the absorption of rBC.
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Therefore, we just compared the calculated σab at 880 nm with the measured σab using
AE33 at 880 nm.
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Figure R3 (Fig. S7 in the revised manuscript). The correlation between the calculated
σab (σab, calculated) at 660 nm using Mie theory combined with SP2 measurements and
the measured σab (σab, measured) by the AE33.

(15) P8/L9: It should be clarified that these are all theoretical studies of the
enhancement. None of the citations is to a direct measurement of the enhancement.
Response: Thanks for the suggestion. We have revised the sentence as “Previous
theoretical studies reported that the coating materials on the BC surface can
significantly enhance the light absorption of BC via the lens effect (Fuller et al., 1999;
Jacobson, 2001; Lack and Cappa, 2010; Moffet et al., 2009).”

(16) P8/L14: It should be clarified to “the calculated Eab”.
Response: Thanks. Throughout the manuscript, we have revised it.

(17) P8/L16: It would be helpful to show a graph that explicitly has the Dp/Dc and
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calculated Eabs as a function of PM1 concentration, to help illustrate this point. This
could be shown as a mean across all sizes, a weighted mean across all sizes, or for a
few select sizes. This would help to illustrate the magnitude of the changes.
Response: Following the reviewer’s suggestion, we have added a graph that explicitly
has the Dp/Dc and calculated Eab as a function of PM1 concentration (Fig. R4 in the
response and new Fig. 2b in the revised manuscript). The Dp/Dc and calculated Eab
values shown in the Fig. R3 are the mass-weighted averages across all sizes above the
detection limit of SP2 incandescence (i.e., rBC larger than ~75 nm).
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Figure R4 (Fig. 2b in the revised manuscript). Variations in the Dp/Dc and calculated
Eab of BC-containing particles with the PM1 concentration. The Dp/Dc and calculated
Eab values shown in the Fig. 2b are the mass-weighted averages across all sizes above
the detection limit of SP2 incandescence (i.e., rBC larger than ~75 nm).

Correspondingly, the related discussion on the new Fig. 2b in the revised
manuscript has been added “On average (i.e., mass-weighted mean across rBC core
size larger than ~75 nm), the Dp/Dc and calculated Eab for observed BC-containing
particles in SP2 under different PM1 concentrations during the campaign period
varied in the range of 1.6-2.2 and 1.6-2.0, respectively (Fig. 2b). Correspondingly, the
mass-averaged values of the Dp/Dc and calculated Eab of BC-containing particles
increased by ~33% and ~18%, respectively, with increasing PM1 concentrations from
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~10 μg m-3 to ~230 μg m-3.”

(18) P8/L24: I find the term “aging degree” to be ambiguous because it could apply to
almost anything. I suggest that here, and throughout, the authors change to a more
specifically descriptive language. Perhaps “coating-to-core ratio”?
Response: Thanks for the suggestion. We have stated in the Methods section that the
aging degree of BC-containing particles was characterized by the Dp/Dc ratio in this
study. Throughout the manuscript, we have changed some “aging degree” into “Dp/Dc
ratio”.

(19) P8/L25: It would be helpful to frame this in the context of the overall size
distribution, i.e. to report the weighted-average values based on the observed
PM1-dependent BC core size distributions.
Response: Thanks for the suggestion. We have added the new Fig. 2b in the revised
manuscript (Fig. R4 in the response) to show the weighted-average values of Dp/Dc
and calculated Eab based on the observed PM1-dependent BC core size distributions.
Please see the response to the comment 17.

(20) P8/L23: Better as “exponential function with a y-offset”. However, this by itself
gives little physical insight. In Metcalf et al. (2013), for example, there was a
comparison to the expected decay based on the SA/V ratio of the particles and
diffusion controlled growth. Here, the authors mention this study but do not connect
to it quantitatively. The authors should strongly consider introducing a physical
explanation using a semiquantitative analysis, rather than just an empirical fit. I
believe this would strengthen the paper.
Response: This is a very good point. We have deleted the empirical fit. Following the
reviewer’s suggestion, we have introduced a physical explanation using a
semiquantitative analysis (Fig. R5 in the response and new Fig. 3 in the revised
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manuscript). The method of semiquantitative analysis shown here was similar with
that using in Metcalf et al. (2013) and is described below.
According to the diffusion-controlled growth law (Seinfeld and Pandis 2006), the
evolution of the size of BC-containing particles (Dp) is shown:
dD𝑃
𝐴
=
dt
𝐷𝑃
in which,

dD𝑃
dt

(1)

represents the diffusion-controlled growth rate; A is a parameter.

Integrating Eq. (1) with Dp (t = 0) = Dc:
𝐷𝑝2 = 𝐷𝑐2 + 2𝐴𝑡 = 𝐷𝑐2 + 𝐵

(2)

in which, Dc is rBC core diameter; B (i.e., 2AT) is a parameter, varying under different
PM1 concentrations.
Following Eq. (2), the Dp/Dc ratio is given:
𝐷𝑝
𝐵
= ( 2 + 1)1/2
𝐷𝑐
𝐷𝑐

(3)

where the parameter B is determined by the value of the measured Dp/Dc ratio with Dc
of 160 nm under different PM1 concentrations.
The increase ratio of the Dp/Dc (IRDp/Dc) for BC-containing particles with PM1
concentration increasing from 10 μg m-3 to 230 μg m-3 can be calculated by Eq. (4):
𝐼𝑅𝐷𝑝/𝐷𝑐 =

𝐷𝑝
𝐷𝑝
( 𝐷 )230 − ( 𝐷 )10
𝑐

𝐷𝑝
( 𝐷 )10

𝑐

𝑐

𝐵230
𝐵
+ 1)1/2 − ( 10
+ 1)1/2
𝐷𝑐2
𝐷𝑐2
=
𝐵
( 10
+ 1)1/2
𝐷𝑐2
(

𝐷𝑝

𝐷𝑝

𝑐

𝑐

(4)

where ( 𝐷 )230 and ( 𝐷 )10 represent the Dp/Dc ratio when PM1 concentrations are
230 μg m-3 and 10 μg m-3, respectively; B230 and B10 are parameter B with PM1
concentrations of 230 μg m-3 and 10 μg m-3, respectively.
The increase ratio of Eab (IREab) for BC-containing particles with PM1
concentration increasing from 10 μg m-3 to 230 μg m-3 can be derived based on
Eab=k(Dp/Dc), as expressed in Eq. (5):
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𝐼𝑅𝐷𝑝/𝐷𝑐 =

𝐷𝑝
𝐷𝑝
( 𝐷 )230 − ( 𝐷 )10
𝑐

𝐷𝑝
( 𝐷 )10
𝑐
=

𝑐

𝑘230 × (

𝐵230
𝐵
+ 1)1/2 − 𝑘10 × ( 10
+ 1)1/2
𝐷𝑐2
𝐷𝑐2
𝐵
𝑘10 × ( 10
+ 1)1/2
𝐷𝑐2

(5)

We compared the calculated IRDp/Dc and IREab based on Eqs. (4) and (5) with those
from SP2 measurements, as shown in Fig R5 (new Fig.3 in the manuscript). The
agreement indicated that the increase of the Dp/Dc and Eab for BC-containing particles
with increasing PM1 concentrations follow the diffusion-controlled growth law.
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Figure R5 (new Fig. 3 in the revised manuscript). The increase ratio of the Dp/Dc and
and Eab (IRDp/Dc and IREab) for BC-containing particles with PM1 concentration
increasing from 10 μg m-3 to 230 μg m-3. The calculated IRDp/Dc and IREab was
determined based on Eqs. (4) and (5). The measured IRDp/Dc and IREab was obtained
from SP2 measurements.

Correspondingly, the added discussion on physical explanation for the increase of
the Dp/Dc and Eab for BC-containing particles with increasing PM1 concentrations, as
“Figure 3 shows the increase of the Dp/Dc and calculated Eab for BC-containing
particles with increasing PM1 concentrations form 10 μg m-3 to 230 μg m-3 (IRDp/Dc
and IREab) as a function of rBC core size. Based on the Dp/Dc ratio and calculated Eab
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of BC-containing particles with size-resolved rBC cores in SP2 measurement under
different PM1 concentration (shown in Fig. 2a), we can obtain the IRDp/Dc and IREab as
a function of rBC core size. When PM1 concentration increasing from ~10 μg m-3 to
~230 μg m-3 during the campaign period, the Dp/Dc ratio and calculated Eab of
BC-containing particle with rBC cores at 75-200 nm increased by 28-48% and
13-36%, respective. The size-dependent increase of Dp/Dc ratio and calculated Eab
associated with air pollution indicated that the aging process of smaller rBC was
relatively more sensitive to air pollution levels. This could be attributed to the fact
that the condensational growth associated with air pollution due to the formation of
secondary components is more effective for smaller particles in terms of increasing
the diameter (Metcalf et al., 2013). .
Meanwhile, following a semiquantitative analysis using in Metcalf et al. (2013),
we calculated the IRDp/Dc and IREab based on diffusion-controlled growth law (Seinfeld
and Pandis 2006).
According to the diffusion-controlled growth law (Seinfeld and Pandis 2006), the
evolution of the size of BC-containing particles (Dp) is shown:
𝑑𝐷𝑃
𝐴
=
𝑑𝑡
𝐷𝑃
in which,

𝑑𝐷𝑃
𝑑𝑡

(10)

represents the diffusion-controlled growth rate; A is a parameter.

Integrating Eq. (10) with Dp (t = 0) = Dc:
𝐷𝑝2 = 𝐷𝑐2 + 2𝐴𝑡 = 𝐷𝑐2 + 𝐵

(11)

in which, Dc is rBC core diameter; B (i.e., 2AT) is a parameter, varying under
different PM1 concentrations.
Following Eq. (11), the Dp/Dc ratio is given:
𝐷𝑝
𝐵
= ( 2 + 1)1/2
𝐷𝑐
𝐷𝑐

(12)

where the parameter B is determined by the value of the measured Dp/Dc ratio with Dc
of 160 nm under different PM1 concentrations.
The increase ratio of the Dp/Dc (IRDp/Dc) for BC-containing particles with PM1
concentration increasing from 10 μg m-3 to 230 μg m-3 can be calculated by Eq. (13):
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𝐼𝑅𝐷𝑝/𝐷𝑐 =
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𝑐
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(13)

where ( 𝐷 )230 and ( 𝐷 )10 represent the Dp/Dc ratio when PM1 concentrations
are 230 μg m-3 and 10 μg m-3, respectively; B230 and B10 are parameter B with PM1
concentrations of 230 μg m-3 and 10 μg m-3, respectively.
The increase ratio of Eab (IREab) for BC-containing particles with PM1
concentration increasing from 10 μg m-3 to 230 μg m-3 can be derived based on
Eab=k(Dp/Dc), as expressed in Eq. (5):

𝐼𝑅𝐷𝑝/𝐷𝑐 =

𝐷𝑝
𝐷𝑝
( 𝐷 )230 − ( 𝐷 )10
𝑐

𝐷𝑝
( 𝐷 )10
𝑐
=

𝑐

𝑘230 × (

𝐵230
𝐵
+ 1)1/2 − 𝑘10 × ( 10
+ 1)1/2
𝐷𝑐2
𝐷𝑐2
𝐵
𝑘10 × ( 10
+ 1)1/2
𝐷𝑐2

(14)

We compared the calculated IRDp/Dc and IREab based on Eqs. (13) and (14) with
those from SP2 measurements, as shown in Fig.3. The agreement indicated that the
increase of the Dp/Dc and Eab for BC-containing particles with increasing PM1
concentrations follow the diffusion-controlled growth law. ”

(21) P8/L30: it is unclear how the “change rates” were calculated. Are these
point-by-point differences? And, how is the Eab calculated? Is this a weighted average?
Also, it’s not entirely demonstrated how this is an especially meaningful metric. Isn’t
the same general information obtained by plotting Eab vs. rBC (for example)?
Assuming this is from point-by-point differences, then one would expect that:
k_Eab/k_pm1 =((E_(ab,t2)-E_(ab,t1))/E_(ab,t1) )/((PM1_t2-PM1_t1)/(PM_t1
))=(PM1_t1)/E_(ab,t1) (E_(ab,t2)-E_(ab,t1))/(PM1_t2-PM1_t1 )
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How is this generally useful? This could be elaborated upon. Also, given that negative
values are allowed, it could be clarified that these are not just “growth” rates. This is
really just a susceptibility curve.
Response: Thanks and yes. We determined the change rates from point-by-point
differences,

i.e.,

kEab

=

(Eab,t2-Eab,t1)/(Eab,t1*(t2-t1)),

kPM1

=

(PM1,t2-

PM1,t1)/(PM1,t1*(t2-t1)) and krBC = (CrBC,t2- CrBC,t1)/(CrBC,t1*(t2-t1)). We have
calculated the hourly Eab values with weighted average and used them to determine
the change rates. The kEab, kPM1 and krBC values represent an apparent change rate of
calculated Eab, PM1 concentration and rBC mass concentration, respectively. The
kEab/kPM1 characterizes the sensitivity of the change of calculated Eab with
increasing/decreasing PM1 concentrations. The same general information obtained by
plotting kEab vs. krBC (i.e., the sensitivity of the change of calculated Eab with
increasing/decreasing rBC mass concentration). We agree the reviewer that the kEab,
kPM1 and krBC values shown in Fig. 3 (new Fig. 4 in the revised manuscript) are not
just “growth” rates. We have changed the “growth rate” into “change rate” in the
manuscript.
To make these points clear, we have added the statement on the “change rates” in
the caption of new Fig. 4 in the revised manuscript, as “The kEab, kPM1 and krBC values
represent an apparent change rate of calculated Eab, PM1 concentration and rBC
mass concentration, respectively, and are from point-by-point differences of hourly
Eab, namely kEab = (Eab,t2-Eab,t1)/(Eab,t1*(t2-t1)), kPM1 = (PM1,t2- PM1,t1)/(PM1,t1*(t2-t1))
and krBC = (CrBC,t2- CrBC,t1)/(CrBC,t1*(t2-t1)). The sensitivity of the change of calculated
Eab with changing PM1 and rBC concentrations was obtained by plotting kEab vs. kPM1
(i.e., kEab/kPM1, the slope shown in (a)) and krBC (i.e., kEab/krBC, the slope shown in (b)),
respectively. ”

(22) P8/L31: The units on the equation are incorrect. It is keab = 4.8kPM1, not 4.8%.
The percents cancel.
Response: Thanks. Figure 3a shows the linear relationship between kEab and kPM1
with a slope of 0.048, i.e. kEab=0.048kPM1. To make this point clear, we have revised
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the equation as “kEab=0.048kPM1”.

(23) P9/L1: The statement here relates to one point on a graph of hundreds of points.
What is the uncertainty on a single point? Is this meaningful to state? I question
whether it is especially meaningful to state the results for this one point. I could
randomly pick another point, based on the maximum kPM1 (for example) and
conclude that kEab varies slowly with kPM1. This feels to me too selective to be
meaningful to include and I suggest it is removed or put in a fuller context.
Response: Thanks for the comment and we agree with the reviewer. Following
reviewer's suggestion, this sentence has been removed from the revised manuscript.

(24) P9/L2: The authors relate their observations to other studies. However, I do not
understand why they only consider values with kEab > 0. Why exclude the negative
numbers? Also, to reiterate my above point, are the individual points truly meaningful
once one accounts for the uncertainty in the individual points? Using confidence
intervals for the slopes would, in my opinion, be more meaningful. Or looking at the
distribution of kEab values. It is evident from Fig. 3 that if a histogram of kEab values
was made the peak would be around zero, i.e. that the particles are shrinking as often
as they are growing, on average. While I do see some value in providing the range of
values here, a much more statistical picture would provide much greater value.
Response: Thanks. In the revised manuscript, we have considered kEab values
including both positive and negative numbers. Following reviewer's suggestion, we
have removed the statement on the results based on the individual points and have
added some statistical results (distributions of kEab, kPM1, and kEab/kPM1 values (Fig. R6
in the response and new Fig. 4b in the revised manuscript).
Correspondingly, the related discussion on the statistical results has been added in
the revised manuscript “Figure 4b shows frequency distribution of kEab, kPM1, and
kEab/kPM1. During the campaign period, most of kEab and kPM1values were in the range
of -50%-50% h-1 and -4%-4% h-1, respectively, revealing a lower change rate for BC
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aging than that for PM1 concentration. The peak value of frequency distribution of
kEab was around zero, indicating the BC particles are shrinking as often as they are
growing. The kEab/kPM1 ratio characterized the sensitivity of the change of calculated
Eab with changing PM1 concentrations. The frequency distribution of kEab/kPM1 ratio
showed that ~60% values were in the range of 0-1, with a peak value around 0.05.
Smaller values of kEab/kPM1 ratio indicated that the change of calculated Eab was not
sensitive to variations in PM1 concentrations.”

Figure R6 (new Fig. 4 in the revised manuscript). (a) Correlation between the chaning
rate of calculated Eab (kEab) and the chaning rates of PM1 concentrations (kPM1) during
the campaign period. (b) Frequency distribution of kEab, kPM1, and kEab/kPM1. The kEab
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and kPM1 values represent an apparent change rate of Eab, PM1 concentration and rBC
mass concentration, respectively, and are from point-by-point differences of hourly
Eab,

namely

kEab

=

(Eab,t2-Eab,t1)/(Eab,t1*(t2-t1))

and

kPM1

=

(PM1,t2-

PM1,t1)/(PM1,t1*(t2-t1)). The sensitivity of the change of Eab with changing PM1
concentrations was obtained by plotting kEab vs. kPM1 (i.e., kEab/kPM1, the slope shown
in (a)).

(25) Fig. S9 and P9/L5: If the authors were to introduce a more quantitative picture
that included an interpretation of why this type of behavior might be expected that
would be most welcome. Most likely, this is simply because the net change in
diameter for a given amount of material deposited decreases with the size of the
particle due to surface-to-volume scaling. Since the particles are larger when PM1 is
larger, one would expect the deltaDp/time to decrease with PM1 and thus the
Eab/time would also decrease. Of course, this oversimplifies because Eab is not a
linear function of deltaDp. But, it would be great if the authors could introduce some
physical discussion of why this observed behavior is/is not expected this would
increase the value of this observation.
Response: Thanks. Following the reviewer's suggestion, we have introduced a more
quantitative picture (Fig. R7 in the response and new Fig. S9b in the revised
manuscript) and added some physical discussion on why the change rate of calculated
Eab decreased with PM1, as “This can be explained by larger BC particles when PM1
concentration is higher (Fig. S9b). The net change in diameter for a given amount of
material deposited decreases with increasing particle size due to surface-to-volume
scaling, which would expect the growth rate of particles to decrease with increasing
PM1 concentration and thus the kEab would also decrease (Fig. S9a).”
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Figure R7 (new Fig. S9b in the revised manuscript). (b) Variations in the diameter of
BC-containing particles (Dp) with the normalized PM1 concentrations.

(26) P9/L9: I find this discussion about previous studies “ignoring” an aspect to be
unclear and suggest it be expanded/clarified. How does the current observation help,
specifically, explain these previous studies? It is not abundantly clear. Consider that
the variability in the calculated Eabs is actually only 15% between the low and high
PM1 periods in the size range that matters (the BC mass weighted size), based on Fig.
2. These previous measurements would not have been able to discern a 15%
difference easily, most likely, in their data anyway. While the current study finds a
large theoretical enhancement, what is not found is substantial variability in the
enhancement (Fig. 2). The variability in the “growth rate” is inconsequential in the
context of the actual enhancement dependence on PM1 (Fig.2). Related, it is not clear
where the 28% on L19 comes from. What matters is the mass-weighted enhancement.
Assuming this is a straight average over the points in Fig. 2, this is not relevant to the
actual measurement of the enhancement, which is weighted. I suggest that the authors
rethink this discussion entirely.
Response: Thanks for the comments. Following the reviewer's suggestion, we have
rethink this discussion entirely and revised the statement in P9/L9-19, as “The
evolution of theoretical light absorption of BC with pollution levels depends on the
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change in both rBC mass concentrations and calculated Eab. Figure S13 shows
markedly smaller kEab than kRbc (kEab ≈ 0.027 krBC), indicating the change of calculated
Eab was significantly slower than that of rBC mass concentrations under different
pollution levels. Due to less sensitive for calculated Eab to change in air pollution
levels compared with that for rBC mass concentrations, some previous measurements
(McMeeking et al., 2011; Ram et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2014b; Andreae, et al., 2008)
would not have been able to discern a difference of Eab easily among different
pollution levels and thus just focus on the change of BC mass concentration. This
would lead to uncertainties in estimation of BC light absorption. In our case, we
found the mass-weighted average of Eab increased by ~18% with PM1 concentration
increasing from 10 μg m-3 to 230 μg m-3 (Fig. 2b). If the change of calculated Eab of
BC with PM1 increase was neglected in our study, the theoretical light absorption of
BC-containing particles would be underestimated by ~18% under polluted
conditions.”

(27) Related to the previous comment, it is unclear how the references on P9/L9 relate
to the references on P9/L13. The authors appear to be linking these, I think, but it is
not clear. Also, this seems selective, as there are studies (e.g. Liu et al. 2015) in which
variability was observed. The authors should aim to provide a more comprehensive
picture. Finally, it is not at all clear that the conditions in the cited studies are similar
enough to those here to be relevant. This aspect needs to be discussed.
Response: Thanks to the reviewer for raising this concern. We have revised the
statement in P9/L9-19, please see the comment (26).

(28) P9/L27: Should be Figure 4.
Response: We apologize for the typo and have revised it.

(29) Figure 4: The site location should be clearly indicated. In addition, the
boundaries of the in-region vs. out of region should be indicated clearly. Also, it is not
clear whether these regions are defined based on some physical parameter (e.g. as air
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basins) or simply based on political boundaries. It would be useful if this were
addressed.
Response: Thanks for the comment. We have indicated the site location and the
boundaries of the in-region (i.e., Beijing) vs. out of region (i.e., other areas such as
Tianjin, Heibei, Inner Mongolia, Shanxi, Shandong), shown in Fig. S1 (Fig. R8 in the
response). These regions are defined based on political boundaries.

Figure R8 (Fig. S1 in the manuscript). Location of the observation site (red star).

To clarify it clear, we have added the statement in the caption of Fig. 5 in the
revised manuscript, as “The site location and the boundaries of the in-region (i.e.,
Beijing) vs. out of region (i.e., other areas such as Tianjin, Heibei, Inner Mongolia,
Shanxi, Shandong), shown in Fig. S1. Noted that these regions are defined based on
political boundaries.”

(30) P10/L3: It is unclear where the 62% number comes from.
Response: Thanks for the comment. The percentage of 62% is obtained from the ratio
between the 4.6-fold increase in EEItotal and 7.4-fold increase in rBC mass
concentration. Table 1 shows that rBC mass concentration increased by 7.4-fold from
clean period (0.82 μg m-3) to polluted period (6.07μg m-3). The increase in rBC mass
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concentration can be attributed to more BC transported to the site and the adverse
local meteorology. In this study, the amount of BC transported to the site was
characterized by EEItotal. Table 1 shows that nomalized EEItotal increased by 4.6-fold
from clean period (3.68) to polluted period (16.87), revealing that the increase in
amount of BC transported to the site contributed 62% of increase in rBC mass
concentration with air pollution development.
To make it clear, the sentence has been revise as “Table 1 shows that the BC
concentrations from the clean period to the polluted period increase by ~7.4 times.
The increase of EEItotal (~4.6 times) accounted for ~62% the increase in BC mass
concentrations (~7.4 times).”

(31) P10/L14: It is unclear how Fig. 4c indicates that there were “higher aging rates.”
Can this be clarified?
Response: Thanks. Fig. 4c in the manuscript shows that the BC particles transported
to the site during polluted period were mainly from Hebei province, which is one of
the polluted regions in China. Peng et al. (2015) pointed out higher BC aging rates
under more polluted environments, indicating that BC particles passing though
polluted regions would show higher aging rates during atmospheric transport
compared to that from clean regions.
To clarify it, the statement has been revised as “On the other hand, compared with
the BC carried in the clean air mass from the northwest of Beijing during the clean
period (Fig. 4a), the BC in the polluted air mass underwent regional transport from
the region south of Beijing (i.e., Hebei, one of the most polluted provinces in China
with high pollutant emission) during the polluted period. Peng et al. (2015) pointed
out higher BC aging rates under more polluted environments, indicating that BC
particles passing though polluted regions would show higher aging rates during
atmospheric transport than that from clean regions.”

(32) P10/L15: “observed” should be “calculated.” Also, is this a weighted average? A
straight average across size? This needs to be clarified. A weighted average is most
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appropriate. This comment applies to everywhere in the manuscript that values for
Eab or Dp/Dc are mentioned. What sort of averages are these? This needs to be
clarified.
Response: Thanks for the comment. We have changed “observed” into “calculated”.
Here and elsewhere in the manuscript that values for calculated Eab or Dp/Dc are
mentioned, we have showed their mass-weighted average values.
To make it clear, the sentence has been revise as “The mass-average value of
calculated Eab for BC-containing particles observed at our site were ~1.66, ~1.81 and
~1.91 during the clean, slightly polluted and polluted periods, respectively (Table
1)….”

(33) P10: I find the discussion with respect to O3 is somew20hat lacking in detail and
nuance. While O3 is lower during the polluted events, the concentration of precursors
may be higher and this would contribute to aging. Additionally, photochemical
processing is not the only possible pathway. Have the authors considered to what
extent NO3 oxidation at night might be important?
Response: Thanks for the reviewer for raising this concern. We agree with the
reviewer that photochemical process is not the only possible pathway and other
chemical processes may be important. However, in this study, we focused on the
effect of regional transport on BC aging process. We just roughly discussed the
chemical process during BC aging. The chemical process of BC aging under polluted
environment in china is complex, which involved photochemical oxidation and
heterogeneous chemical production (Zheng et al. 2015). We will investigate the
chemical process of BC aging under polluted environment in future.
In the revised manuscript, we have toned down the related discussion on the
chemical process of BC aging, as “When PM1 concentrations were higher than ~120
μg m-3, O3 concentrations decreased to ~2 ppb. Zheng et al. (2015) has demonstrated
the weakened importance of photochemistry in the production and aging of secondary
aerosols in Beijing under polluted conditions due to decrease of oxidant
concentrations. This indicated that the photochemical processing in BC aging may be
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weakened under higher polluted levels (i.e., PM1>120μg m-3). Noted that
photochemical processing is not the only possible pathway in BC aging process and
other pathways were not discussed in this study. The local aging process of BC might
be enhanced by other pathways.”

(34) P10/L24: The meaning of “taking more EEItotal more BC” is unclear.
Response: Thanks. In this study, the amount of BC transported to the site was
characterized by EEItotal (calculated by Eq. (8) in the manuscript). Larger EEItotal
values at a certain time (Fig. 5a in the manuscript) revealed that more BC in the site
was transported from regional origins.
To make this point clear, the sentence has been revised as “On the other hand, the
changes in the amount of BC from regional transport was characterized by variation
of EEItotal, which was used to evaluate the contributions of regional transport to BC
aging.”

(35) P11/L17: Is the MAC range given here the increase over the baseline or the
actual MAC range at 550 nm? I find this unclear. Also, is this mass weighted? The
MAC varies with particle size.
Response: Thanks for the comment. The MAC range of BC-containing particles
given here is the calculated MAC range at 550 nm based on Mie theory. We have
shown the mass-weighted MAC values in Fig. R9 in the response (new Fig. 7a in the
revised manuscript). To make it clear, the statement has been revised as “Figure 7
shows that with increasing pollution levels (i.e., PM1 increasing from ~10 μg m-3 to
~230 μg m-3) during the campaign period, the mass-averaged values of calculated
MAC at 550 nm for BC-containing particles increased from ~11 m2 g-1 to ~14 m2 g-1,
which resulted in the SFE of BC-containing particles increasing from ~0.7 m2 g-1 nm-1
to ~0.9 m2 g-1 nm-1.”
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Figure R9 (new Fig. 7a in the revised manuscript). Variations in the MAC at 550 nm
of BC-containing particles with the PM1 concentrations.

(36) P11/L19: Are the DRF values given related to the total BC? It is surprising that
the increase is so small, given that the BC concentration itself increased by a factor of
7 or so. This could be clarified.
Response: We thank the reviewer for raising the important issue. The DRF values
given here was not related to the total BC. In this study, we focused on investigating
the effect of BC light-absorption capability on DRF. Therefore, the increase in DRF of
BC with increasing pollution levels shown in the Fig.7c (in the revised manuscript)
just considered the change in light-absorption capability of BC. The DRF values for
BC-containing particles at different pollution levels were obtained by scaling the
average DRF (0.31 W m-2) of externally mixed BC from various climate models
(Bond et al. 2013) with a scaling factor of Eab under different PM1 concentrations. To
make it clear, we added the statement in the caption of Fig. 7 in the manuscript, as
“The DRF values for BC-containing particles at different pollution levels were
obtained by scaling the average DRF (0.31 W m-2, Table S1) of externally mixed BC
from various climate models (Bond et al. 2013) with a scaling factor of Eab under
different PM1 concentrations. In order to point out the effect of BC light-absorption
capability on DRF under different PM1 concentrations, we did not consider the
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changes of total BC amount for DRF calculation in Fig .7c.”
Following the reviewer’s suggestion, we also estimated the change in DRF of BC
related to both the mass concentration and theoretical absorption capability of BC.
The related discussion was added in the revised manuscript, as “Fig. 7c shows the
DRF of BC increased by ~15% during the polluted period compared with that during
the clean period. Meanwhile, the BC mass concentration increased by ~7 times (Table
1). If assuming the DRF of BC during the clean period to be ~0.5 W m-2 based on
calculation shown in Fig. 7c, it would increase to ~4 W m-2 under polluted conditions,
taking the increase in both of the mass concentration and theoretical absorption
capability of BC.”

(37) P12/L5 and P12/L8: It is not clear to me that the authors have demonstrated that
there is a “speeding up” or “acceleration” of the coating process in the more polluted
air. In fact, they seem to be arguing that photochemical processing is slower, but that
there is longer time. This would actually go against the idea that there is a speeding up.
This should be revisited. Associated with this, it is not clear to me that Fig. 7 is
necessarily correct. The EEI analysis indicates that the contribution from the regional
sources is smaller during less polluted periods. This does not mean that those particles
from regional sources are less coated just because the overall particle distribution has
less coating during low pollution periods. In fact, it is possible that the regional
particles are more coated due to higher photochemical activity (potentially). But,
because their fractional contribution is smaller the net impact on the coating amount
appears smaller in the average, which is now dominated by the local sources. I think
that Fig. 7 and the discussion section need to be rethought a little bit to provide a more
nuanced picture of what might be happening. It may be that the authors are correct,
but I do not think that they have fully justified their conclusion here.
Response: Thanks for the reviewer for raising this concern. Considering more coating
precursors (e.g, SO2, NOx and VOCs) in more polluted air mass, we pointed out a
“speeding up” or “acceleration” of the coating process during atmospheric transport
for regional BC particles in the polluted air compared with that in the clean air. Peng
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et al. (2016) has revealed that compared with clean urban environments (i.e, Houston),
the more efficient BC growth under polluted urban environments (i.e, Beijing) was
attributable to higher concentrations of gaseous aerosol precursors.
It is noted that a “speeding up” or “acceleration” of the coating process mentioned
here was just for regional BC. Under polluted period, the BC particles transported to
the site was dominated by polluted regions (i.e., high emission areas such as south of
Heibei province and Tianjin). However, under clean period, the BC particles
transported to the site was dominated by clean regions (i.e., low emission areas such
as Inner Mongolia). Polluted air mass from polluted regions exhibit more coating
precursors. For regional BC particles, we evaluated their chemical activities (i.e.,
photochemical and other processes) based on the amount of coating precursors in air
mass. We cannot separately estimate the photochemical and other processes during
regional transport. The photochemical process under polluted conditions may be
weakened during regional transport. However, photochemical process is not the only
possible pathway and other chemical processes may be important. Zheng et al., (2015)
has demonstrated the importance of both regional transport and heterogeneous
chemistry in secondary aerosol production. On the other hand, although we discussed
the photochemical production based on O3 concentration in this study, this discussion
just focused on local BC particles in Beijing.
Following the reviewer’s suggestion, we have revised the Fig. 7 (Fig. R10 in the
response) and related discussion to provide a more nuanced picture of what might be
happening, as “As shown in Fig. 8, this amplification effect on BC light absorption
associated with air pollution is caused by increasing BC concentration and at the
same time enhanced light absorption capacity of BC-containing particles by more
coating production in the more polluted air. Variation of both the mass concentration
and light absorption capability of BC associated with air pollution strongly depend on
the air pollutant emission (e.g., BC, SO2, NOx and VOC). Under polluted environment,
polluted air mass from high emission areas not only brings more BC, but also more
coating materials on BC surface due to more precursors of secondary components.”
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Figure R10 (new Fig. 8 in the revised manuscript). Conceptual scheme of
amplification effect on BC light absorption associated with air pollution.

(38) P12, conclusions: The authors should consider reporting mass-weighted
averages of Dp/Dc and Eab in addition to the ranges to provide a fuller picture.
Response: Thanks for the comment. Following the reviewer’s suggestion, we have
reported the mass-weighted averages of the Dp/Dc ratio and calculated Eab values
Correspondingly, the related statement was added in conclusions section, as “During
the campaign period, the hourly values of mass-weighted averages of the Dp/Dc ratio
and calculated Eab for BC-containing particles was in the range of 1.5-2.3 and 1.5-2.0,
respectively. When PM1 concentration increased from ~10 μg m-3 to ~230 μg m-3, the
mass-weighted averages of the Dp/Dc ratio and calculated Eab values increased by
~33% and ~18%, respectively.”

(39) P13/L6: See previous comment regarding the reporting of single points without
stated uncertainties. Is the 7.3%/h value believable? It is unclear, since it is a single
outlier in the entire plot.
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Response: Thanks. As explained in our response to comments (23) and (24), we have
we have removed the statement on the results based on the individual points and have
added the statement on some statistical results. In the conclusions section, the revised
statement was “During the campaign period, kEab values were in the range of -4%-4%
h-1, with a peak of frequency distribution around zero, indicating that the BC particles
are shrinking as often as they are growing. The frequency distribution of kEab/kPM1
ratio showed that a peak value around 0.05, revealing that the change of calculated
Eab was not sensitive to variations in PM1 concentrations.”

(40) P13/L10: It is unclear how a 13-44% variation in the Eabs translates to a 28%
underestimate in absorption. This appears to simply be an average of 13% and 44%,
and not an appropriately mass-weighted average.
Response: Thanks for the reviewer to point this out. As explained in our response to
comment (26), we have recalculated the underestimate in absorption based on the
changes in the mass-weighted average value of calculated Eab. The related discussion
was revised in conclusions section as “In our case, if we had not considered the
increase in the BC light absorption capability with increasing air pollution during the
campaign period, the theoretical light absorption of BC-containing particles under
polluted conditions would have been underestimated by ~18%.”

(41) P13/L16: See previous comments about “speeding up”. I do not think the authors
have justified this conclusion.
Response: Thanks. As explained in our response to comment (37), the sentence has
been revised as “Not only more BC but also more coatings are carried into Beijing by
more polluted regional air mass (Fig. 7 (a)), which can be explained by more coating
precursors (e.g. SO2, NOx and VOC) in a more polluted air.”

(42) P13/L23: It is unclear where the conclusion regarding heterogeneous chemistry
comes from. This is pure speculation that is introduced at this point without
justification. Why do the authors believe this to be the case? Also, this seems arbitrary.
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If the authors had defined their periods differently then they could come to a different
conclusion.
Response: Thanks for the comment. We have deleted the statement on
“heterogeneous chemistry” and the sentence has been revised as “The further increase
of Dp/Dc (~2.0 to ~2.2) and Eab (~1.9 to ~2.0) associated with air pollution is harder
and is mostly likely attributed to local chemical production.”
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